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Without fresh information, processed at the speed at which markets are
moving, investment professionals could be operating suboptimally—at a
critical time.

C

OVID-19’S IMPACT ON individuals,

Looking at various analyst reports that were

communities, and organizations is rapidly

published between January 1 and March 6, only a

evolving. Although there are many unknown

small percentage mentioned COVID-19. Among the

factors, Deloitte recommends that firms take 10

reports we reviewed that did mention COVID-19,

actions when faced with the uncertainty of an

28 percent were negative, 52 percent were positive,

outbreak like COVID-19.1

and 20 percent were neutral. It appears that many
analysts did not see the outbreak as a bearish

While COVID-19’s impact on the investment

trigger for large-cap value stocks.2

management industry is not nearly as high a
priority as protecting people’s health and well-being,

To measure how this basket of stocks performed

it is still important for investment professionals to

during this time, we constructed an equally

learn from these challenges. Eventually, when

weighted index of the 139 large-cap value stocks

people turn their attention to their investments,

and ADRs (American depositary receipts) listed on

they will likely hope that their investment

major US exchanges. In figure 1, we plotted the

professionals were diligently working to safeguard

daily index value alongside the analyst reports

their portfolios during these turbulent times.

published from January 2020 through March 6.
This analysis illustrates a steep drop in index value

COVID-19 is driving market volatility and, in many

during the last part of this period (20 percent),

instances, meaningful changes in asset valuation

after holding relatively steady throughout the

on a daily basis. It may also change how some

month of January and the beginning of February.

investment managers run their investment
operations. We believe that some managers may

Many of the research reports for investment

need to consider how to reposition investment

professionals, as a group, did not signal an

portfolios and reassure investors that the firm is

impending drop in the market as a result of

managing through the volatility professionally in

COVID-19. If analyst reports are either indicative

tighter time cycles.

of other inputs into the investment decision or a
key ingredient to the process, then when priorities

Let’s explore how analyst research reports served

shift from near-term to medium-term, we believe

investment managers in early 2020. While analyst

the investment decision process may need to

reports are certainly not the only information

be revitalized.

source to inform investment decisions, they are an
important one. In addition, how analyst reports are

During the month of February, news stories

used also varies widely among buy-side firms, from

revealed that many businesses were facing direct

background to backbone information. That said,

impacts, and business metric data revealed rapid

these reports are a costly and well-utilized resource

declines in consumer activities. The application of

in the industry.

advanced analytics to these data sets may have
provided more real-time insight into the risk
associated with COVID-19 for the stock market.
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FIGURE 1

Sell-side analyst reports and market changes in large-cap value stocks
in early 2020
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January 9:
First death attributed
to COVID-19 is
reported in China.*

February 2:

February 24:

US citizens returning
from Hubei province are
quarantined for 14 days;
foreign nationals are
denied entry.**

Reports surface that the
virus is spreading faster
outside of China than
inside it.***
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February 20–
March 6:
Large-cap value
index falls 20
percent.****

Notes:
*Associated Press, “China reports 1st death from new type of coronavirus,” January 11, 2020, https://apnews.com/
c0e87e089a89fa5579e1c63acded7d46;
**BBC News, “Coronavirus: US bars foreigners who recently visited China,” February 1, 2020, https://www.bbc.com/news/
world-us-canada-51335278;
***David Stanway and Josh Smith, “Coronavirus spreads faster outside China, stoking global fears,” Reuters, February 24,
2020, https://www.reuters.com/article/us-china-health-idUSKCN20J0B4;
****Data provided by S&P Global Market Intelligence, https://www2.deloitte.com/uk/en/insights/legal/snp-global-marketintelligence-disclosure-notice.html.
Source: Capital IQ; Deloitte Center for Financial Services analysis.
Deloitte Insights | deloitte.com/insights

Market-moving events such as the COVID-19

client expectations, it is important that the

outbreak stress systems. These include the

information supply for investment managers keep

investment management process, a system that

up with how fast the market is moving. Data with

uses information and experience as inputs, and

tight cycle times, that measure real-world activity,

trading decisions as outputs. In order to fulfill

are the desired inputs.
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In this way, COVID-19 may be illustrating a key

The recent events may facilitate organizational

lesson for the investment management community:

change as people seek solutions to prevent

Even investment managers with long investment

recurrences. The COVID-19 outbreak may serve as

time horizons occasionally need to feed their

a wake-up call to challenge traditional thinking.

investment decision processes with information

People may go beyond their comfort zones to

that is refreshed faster than the timing of their

create and utilize information from new sources in

standard process. Without fresh information,

time cycles that have not been seen in the past.

processed at the speed at which markets are
moving, investment professionals could be

In the coming weeks, Deloitte will be following up

operating suboptimally—at a critical time.

with insights that may help evaluate the extent of
this timeliness issue. We will explore ideas and

These new, more-timely inputs may also require

potential steps that could be taken to help active

the investment decision engine to adapt. The new

investment managers operate at the speed of the

information may be large and unstructured, it may

markets, even as markets accelerate. As the dust

need to be processed in the cloud, and/or new

settles from COVID-19 and Q1 2020 market

analytical techniques such as machine learning

action, priorities can begin to shift to longer-term

may need to be applied.

issues, such as modernizing the investment
decision process.
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Endnotes
1.

Deloitte, 10 key actions for enterprises in an epidemic, January 29, 2020.

2.

Data provided by S&P Global Market Intelligence. See “S&P Global Market Intelligence disclosure notice.”
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About the Deloitte Center for Financial Services
The Deloitte Center for Financial Services, which supports the organization’s US Financial Services
practice, provides insight and research to assist senior-level decision-makers within banks, capital
markets firms, investment managers, insurance carriers, and real estate organizations. The center is
staffed by a group of professionals with a wide array of in-depth industry experiences as well as
cutting-edge research and analytical skills. Through our research, roundtables, and other forms of
engagement, we seek to be a trusted source for relevant, timely, and reliable insights. Read recent
publications and learn more about the center on Deloitte.com. For weekly actionable insights on key
issues for the financial services industry, check out the Deloitte Center for Financial Services’
QuickLook Blog.
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To learn more about the vision of the DCFS, its solutions, thought leadership, and events, please visit
www.deloitte.com/us/cfs.
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